Structural and dynamic responses of calcium ion binding loop residues in metallo-proteins.
Conformational changes in bio-molecular systems are fundamental to several biological processes. It is important to study changes in responses of underlying microscopic variables, like dihedral angles as conformational change takes place. We perform all-atom simulations and modelling via Langevin equation to illustrate the changes in structural and dynamic responses of dihedral angles of calcium ion binding residues of different proteins in metal ion free (apo) and bound (holo) states. The equilibrium distributions of dihedral angles in apo- and holo-states represent structural response. Our studies show the presence of dihedrals with multiple peaks (isomeric states) separated by barrier heights is more frequent in apo- than in holo-state. The relaxation time-scale of dihedral fluctuations is found to increase linearly with decreasing barrier height due to more frequent barrier re-crossing events. The slow kinetic response of the dihedrals also contributes to slowing down of macro-scale fluctuations, which may be useful to understand kinetics of various bio-molecular processes.